Introduction.
It frequently occurs that the sequence of polynomials (in the complex variable) of best approximation to a function f(z) analytic on a given point set C converges to that function f(z) (or its analytic extension) not merely on the given point set C but also on a larger point set containing C in its interior. This phenomenon may be called overconvergence, and for its occurrence the term "best approximation" may be interpreted in any one of several ways. In a recent paperf the present writer pointed out that many results on overconvergence follow from a single theorem on degree of approximation.
The present note is essentially a continuation of that previous paper, and indicates several new ways in which the term "best approximation" may be used so that we still have overconvergence.
The principal new results are concerned with (1) approximation on an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan arc, approximation to be measured by a line integral on that arc, and (2) approximation on a more general point set C as measured by integration over the unit circle y: \w \ = 1 when the exterior of C is mapped conformally onto the exterior of 7; as a further new result we add a single remark ( §9) on the exact regions of uniform convergence of the sequences.
The previous paper considered the approximation of harmonic functions by harmonic polynomials as well as approximation of analytic functions by polynomials in the complex variable, but the present note deals only (except in §9) with the latter topic.
If C is an arbitrary closed limited point set of the z-plane whose complement (with respect to the entire plane) is a simply connected region D, then we denote by Cr the Jordan curve which is the locus \(p(z) \ =R> 1, where w = <p(z) maps D conformally onto the exterior of y : | w | = 1 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other. That is, Cr is the transform in the zplane of the circle \w \ =R.
We shall have occasion to apply the following theorem :% Theorem I. Let C be an arbitrary closed limited point set of the z-plane whose complement {with respect to the entire plane) is simply connected.
If the function f{z) is analytic on and within Cr, there exist polynomials ir"(z) of respective degrees* n = 1, 2, • • • such that we have i M | f(z) -7T"(z) I ^-» z onC, M independent of n and of z.
R"
If there exist polynomials Tn{z),n = 1,2, ■ ■ • , such that the inequality i i M I/«-»,(«)| áis valid for z on C, then the function f{z) is analytic interior to Cr and the sequence {ir"(z)} converges interior to Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr.
In the previous paper we had frequent occasion to apply Theorem I directly; in the present paper we shall ordinarily use rather the method of proof than the theorem itself.
2. A lemma on polynomials. The following lemma is to be used in our later work. The lemma itself is analogous to one used by Bernstein, t although the present proof is related to the proof of Bernstein's Lemma which was given by M. Riesz.f Lemma. If on the rectifiable Jordan arc C we have (1) t\Pn\z)\'>\dz\àp*,P>l, Je where Pn{z) is a polynomial of degree n, then we have
(2) | Pn(z) | á MRpRn+1, z on or within CR, where Mr depends on R but not on p or n.
Consider the z-plane cut along the curve C, and let us distinguish between the two banks of the curve. The new curve may be considered a Jordan curve T, and the function <p{z) considered above is, if suitably defined on T, continuous and single-valued on the entire cut z-plane.
The function P"(z)/ [0(z) ]n+1 is analytic except on T and continuous on the entire cut plane and vanishes at infinity. Then we have, for z not on T (the proof is easy to * By a polynomial of degree » is meant an expression of the form a&"+aX7n~1+ • • • +0». 
, and by use of the fact that for t on T we have \<p(t) | = 1, it follows from (1) that for z on CR we have
The second factor on the right is uniformly bounded for all z on C«; on Cr we have by definition |ci(z) | =R; hence inequality (2) follows for z on Cr; but since this inequality holds for z on Cr it also holds for z on or within CR, and the lemma is established.
3. Approximation on a Jordan arc. We apply the Lemma in proving Theorem II. Let C be an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan arc, and suppose we have for n = l, 2, • ■ ■ the inequality (4) | f(z) -Tn(z) \pn(z) \dz\u-, p,R>l, Jc K"p where w"(z) is a polynomial of degree n and where the function n(z) is continuous and positive on C. Then the sequence {7r"(z)} converges throughout the interior of Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr.
Let N be a positive number less than n(z) on C; we have From the general inequality (5) J | xi + X2 \Pdx é 2*"1 j | xi \Pdx + 2*-iJ* I X2 \"dx.
it follows that f | Xn+1(2) -*"(*) |P Uz | = 2»-1 f | f(z) -Tn(z) \P\dz\ Jc Jc
This inequality is of form (1), for the polynomial 7r"+i(z) -7r"(z) is of degree »+1. If we choose an arbitrary ¿?i less than ¿?, we have by (2) an inequality of the form
from which it follows that the sequence {x"(z)} converges interior to Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr. The function w(z) which is the limit of the sequence {7r"(z)} on C naturally coincides with the given function /(z) on C except perhaps on a set of measure zero. For the uniform convergence of the sequence to the function w(z) as proved implies lim I I co(z) -x"(z) lp I (¿z I =0.
/I» Let an arbitrary positive e be given. Choose a particular n so large that we have f 1/(0 -Tn(z) |P | dz | <e, f |«0O -Tn(z)\"\dz\ <€.
Jc Jc
It follows from (5) that we have f(z) -w(z)\p\dz\ < 2pe, /.' from which it follows that/(z) and w(z) are equal on C except perhaps on a point set of measure zero. If the given function/(z) is analytic on C, it must be identical with co(z), for the two functions coincide in an infinity of points of G
Polynomials of best approximation.
There is a sort of converse (not exact) of Theorem II which can be established quite easily:
[April Theorem III. If the function f(z) is analytic on and within Cr, then there exist polynomials irn(z) of respective degrees « = 1,2, • • • such that we have (4) f\f(z)-*n(z)\pn(z)\dz\ g ^-In fact by Theorem I we have i i M* I f(z) -ir"(z) á -> z on C, and this leads directly to (4).
Theorem II applies directly to the polynomial of best approximation to f(z) in the sense of least weighted /»th powers measured on C. If the integral in the left-hand member of (4) is not greater when formed for the polynomial 7T"(z) than when formed for any other polynomial of degree », then 7r"(z) is called a polynomial of best approximation to/(z) in the sense of least weighted />th powers measured on C. This polynomial of best approximation exists and is unique; see §8 below.
Theorem IV. Let C be an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan arc. If the function f(z) is analytic within Cr, then the sequence of polynomials wn(z) of best approximation tof(z) on C in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on C, converges to f(z) within CR, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr.
Let Rx <R be arbitrary. Then by Theorem III we have for some sequence of polynomials irn(z) inequality (4) with R replaced by Rx. Since this inequality holds for some sequence of polynomials it necessarily holds for the sequence of polynomials of best approximation, whence Theorem IV follows by Theorem II.
The special case of Theorem IV in which n(z) = 1, p = 2, and C is a segment of the axis of reals, leads to the expansion oif(z) in a series of Legendre polynomials, and the result in this case is well known.
We have required in the present discussion that n(z) should actually be greater than zero. If that requirement is replaced by the one of demanding that n(z) should be merely greater than or equal to zero, the situation is somewhat altered. Let us suppose for instance that we have n(z) greater than zero on a closed subset C" of C; let us take the simple case where C" consists of a finite number of arcs of C. The first part of Theorem I has not been proved* for such sets as C, but the second part has been proved (loc. cit.). Thus a more special result than Theorem IV can now be established. We assume the function/(z) to be analytic interior to Cr. Then the sequence of polynomials irn{z) of best approximation to f{z) on C, in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on C, converges to f{z) within Cr , uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr . The point set Cr is defined as above, namely the curve or curves \<p{z) \ =R, where the function w = (p{z) maps the exterior of C onto the exterior of y: \w | = 1 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other. To be sure, this conformai map is not smooth, but the mapping function nevertheless exists and the point set Cr' is uniquely defined.
The point set C just treated can readily be generalized to include the new case that the function n{z) is positive on the set C, consisting of a finite number of intervals of some Jordan arc C, except that the function n{z) may vanish at some or all of the end points of those intervals. We consider a new variable closed point set C" consisting of subintervals of the respective intervals of C belonging to C', and the point set C" varies monotonically and eventually includes any preassigned point of C' not an end point of an interval. Then the point set Cr ' liés near to Cr and approaches Cr' uniformly. Hence if the function /(z) is analytic interior to Cr, the sequence of polynomials 7T"(z) of best approximation to/(z) on C, in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on C, converges to /(z) within Cr' , uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr .
The remark just made on the vanishing of the weight function has obvious application to results of the present paper other than Theorem IV, and also to the study of other methods of approximation, notably that of Tchebycheff. In the remainder of the present paper we assume as before that the weight function is actually greater than zero.
The vanishing of the weight function has been studied recently (before the formulation of the remark just made) by Professor Dunham Jackson, for the case that approximation is on a line segment.* 5. More general rectifiable boundaries. In Theorems II-IV we have required that C should be a rectifiable Jordan arc. Inspection of the proof shows, however, that the reasoning is valid in much more general cases, in fact is valid if C is an arbitrary limited point set whose complement is simply connected and which is bounded by a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves and arcs. Thus in the proof of the Lemma, the Jordan curve T may consist of the entire boundary of such a point set C, and the parts of the * Abstract published in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 36 (1930) , p.
629.
[April boundary of C which are Jordan arcs not bounding Jordan regions belonging to C are counted twice in considering T ; the z-plane is cut along those Jordan arcs. The reader can easily write the suitable generalizations of Theorems II and III for this case. We state explicitly the generalization of Theorem IV :
Theorem V. Let C be an arbitrary limited point set whose complement is simply connected and which is bounded by a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves and arcs. If the function f(z) is analytic within Cr, the sequence of polynomials 7r"(z) of best approximation to f(z) on C, in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on the boundary of C, converges to f(z) within Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr.
There is perhaps some doubt as to whether, in the integral which is the measure of the approximation, the single Jordan arcs of C should be counted singly or doubly. The reader will easily see that this is a matter of complete indifference. Moreover, even an infinite number of Jordan curves and arcs are allowable in Theorem V if the sum of their lengths is finite.
Theorem V includes not merely Theorem IV but also the interesting case where C is a region bounded by a single rectifiable Jordan curve.* In the study of such a region, one may also approximate to an arbitrary function analytic in the interior, continuous in the closed region. An easy corollaryf of results obtainable in this way is Theorem VI. Let C be an arbitrary limited point set whose complement is simply connected and which is bounded by a finite number of rectifiable Jordan curves and arcs. If the function f(z) is continuous on C, analytic in the interior points of C, then the sequence of polynomials of best approximation tof(z) on C, in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on the boundary of C, converges to f(z) in the interior points of C, uniformly on any closed point set composed entirely of interior points of C.
Approximation
on more general point sets: a lemma. If we study approximation to an arbitrary function/(z) on a non-rectifiable Jordan arc C, the measure of approximation used in Theorems II-V may have no meaning.
We shall now study the related measure of approximation after the mapping of D (defined as in §1) onto the exterior of the circle y : | w | = 1 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other. That is, the new measure of approximation is an integral over y instead of over the boundary of C. This enables us to consider point sets C much more general than Jordan arcs, but nevertheless the results already established are not included in those about to be taken up. Julia has recently* used conformai mapping in connection with the measure of approximation of harmonic functions by harmonic polynomials, but he restricts C to being a Jordan region and maps the interior of C onto the interior of y, which is less favorable for our present purposes than the mapping of the exterior as we study it here.
Lemma. Let C be an arbitrary limited point set whose complement D is simply connected. If we have (6) f | Pn(z)\p\dw\ ^ pp, p> 1, Jy where P"{z) is a polynomial in z of degree n, then we have also (7) | Pn(z) | = MRPR"+\ z on or within Cr, where Mr depends on R but not on n nor p.
Under the conformai map w = <p{z), z = \p{w), of D onto the exterior \>i y so that the points at infinity correspond to each other, limr<i,P>i^(rei*) existsf for almost all values of <f>. Thus 
where the integral is taken over the circle y in the clockwise sense. Equation (8) is proved by considering first the equation corresponding to (8) where the integral is taken over a circle \w | = 1 + 1/w and then by taking the limit as m becomes infinite. If w is fixed exterior to y, the integrand approaches a limit on almost every ray through the origin, and the integrand is uniformly bounded independently of m, so the limiting process {m->°o) is justified. The method of proof used in §2 now yields F"(z) = MRp, for all |w|=ic, where Mr depends only on C and R. Transformation back to the z-plane now gives (9) for all z on CR and hence yields (7) for all z on or within Cr. The analogue of Theorem II follows by the proof used in that theorem ; the function n(w) is supposed positive and continuous on 7:
Theorem VII. Let C be an arbitrary limited point set whose complement is simply connected. Then the relation r, . , m to almost all points of 7. On this point set of 7 (i.e. for which limr..i,r>ii/'(rei*) exists), the sequence irn[yf/(e<*)] converges uniformly, hence, by the reasoning used in §3, the functions F(z) and/(z) differ at most on a set of 7 of measure zero. If /(z) is given analytic on C, the two functions/(z) and F(z) are identical.
7. Convergence of the sequehce of polynomials of best approximation. Results analogous to Theorems III and IV can now be established, by methods similar to those previously used.
Theorem VIII. If the function f(z) is analytic on and within Cr, where C is an arbitrary closed limited point set whose complement D is simply connected, then there exist polynomials 7r"(z) of respective degrees n and a number M such that (10) f(z) -irn(z)\pn(w) \dw\g -, p>l; ./. /?«p here the correspondence between z and w is found by mapping D onto the exterior of y: |w | = 1 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other.
To be sure, this conformai map is strictly defined merely in the open regions D and \w | > 1 respectively, but we consider as before the map to be defined in the closed regions by continuity whenever this is possible. This extension of the original definition of the map is sufficient to define f{z) and 7T"(z) on y and to ensure the validity of (10). By Theorem I there exist polynomials ir"(z) of respective degrees n such that we have for z on C Thus inequality (11) obtains for these same values of <p, that is, for almost all values of <f>, and (10) follows at once. If the integral in the left-hand member of (10) is not greater when formed for a particular polynomial x"(z) of degree n than when formed for any other polynomial ir"(z) of degree n, that polynomial is called a polynomial of best approximation tof{z) on C, in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured on y. This polynomial of best approximation exists and is unique; see §8 below.
Theorem IX. Let C be an arbitrary closed limited point set whose complement D is simply connected. If the function f{z) is analytic interior to Cr, then the sequence of polynomials irn{z) of best approximation tof{z) on C in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration ony: |w | = 1 after conformal mapping of D onto the exterior ofy, converges tof{z) within Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to Cr.
The proof of Theorem IX follows directly the proof of Theorem IV, by application of Theorems VII and VIII instead of II and III, and is left to the reader. So far as the writer is aware, the point set C of Theorem IX is the most general one that has been considered in the literature in connection with polynomials belonging to a region or to a point set. For in the case n(z) = 1, p = 2, the polynomials ir"(z) are of the form where the polynomials pt(z) depend only on C and not on/(z) nor on n, and where the coefficients a, depend on f(z) but not (for n^i) on n.
We remark too that all the results of the present paper hold for the case p = l, and that many of the results are valid provided merely p >0. The requisite modifications in the proofs and in the formulations of the theorems are left to the reader.
Existence and uniqueness of polynomials of best approximation.
It is our purpose now to prove Theorem X. In Theorems VI and IX, the polynomial irn(z) of best approximation exists and is unique.
Let us give the proof for the polynomial of best approximation in Theorem IX; the case of Theorem VI is in reality somewhat simpler, and the requisite modifications can be made by the reader.
The measure of approximation The lemma of §6 now informs us that the sequence of polynomials {t^{z)}, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , is uniformly bounded in CR, where R is arbitrary. Hence this family of functions is normal and from it can be extracted a subsequence converging uniformly in an arbitrary closed subregion of Cr, say in Crv Ri<R.
In particular this subsequence converges uniformly on the boundary of C and hence on y, or at least almost everywhere on y, in the points of 7 which correspond to the values of <p f°r which lim yj/(re1*), <j> constant, r-»l, Ol exists. The analytic function which is the limit of the subsequence is naturally a polynomial x"(z) of degree n; this follows as an easy application of Lagrange's interpolation formula.* The uniformity of the convergence yields at once from (12) I | f(z) -ifn(z) \pn(w) \ dw\ = Í, Jy and this is the proof of the existence of the polynomial of best approximation-The uniqueness of the polynomial of best approximation can be established by known methods, f It will be noticed, however, that Theorems VI and IX are entirely independent of this uniqueness. 9. Exact region of uniform convergence of sequences of polynomials of best approximation.
We shall now prove the following theorem:
Theorem XL Let the function f{z) be analytic on the point set C and interior to Cr but have a singularity on Cr. Then any sequence of polynomials 7T"(z) {of respective degrees n) which converges on C to f{z) with the same degree of approximation as the sequence of polynomials of best approximation, converges tof{z) interior to Cr, uniformly on any closed point set interior to CR, and converges uniformly in no region which contains in its interior an arc of Cr.
In this theorem the term "best approximation" may be taken in any of the senses we have previously considered:
(1) in the sense of Tchebycheff, C being an arbitrary limited closed point set whose complement is simply connected; (2) in the sense of least weighted ^th powers (/» = 1) measured by integration over the boundary of the limited region C, this boundary being an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan curve; (3) in the sense of least weighted pth powers on the circumference y.\w\ =1, where C is an arbitrary limited sim-* See for instance de la Vallée Poussin, Approximation des Fonctions, Paris, 1919, §55. f See for instance Julia, loc. cit., ply connected region and is mapped conformally onto the interior of 7; (4) in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration over the area of C, the region C being an arbitrary limited region ; (5) in the sense of least weighted ^»th powers as measured by integration over C, the point set C being an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan arc; (6) in the sense of least weighted pth powers as measured by integration on the circumference 7: \w\ = 1, where C is an arbitrary limited closed point set whose complement D is simply connected and D is mapped onto the exterior of 7 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other.
Only the last clause in the statement of Theorem XI contains anything new. The proofs in all of the cases (l)-(6) are so similar that it is not necessary to give them all in detail. Let us restrict ourselves to a typical case, namely (5), where the point set C is a rectifiable Jordan arc.
The requirement that the sequence {irn(z)} should converge to f(z) with the same degree of approximation as the sequence of polynomials of best approximation is taken to mean that for an arbitrary Ri<R there exists M such that we have Inequality (14) asserts that the sequence {7rn(z)} converges on or within Cr2 like a convergent geometric series. It follows from a very general theorem due to Ostrowski* that in any closed region interior to the region of uniform convergence of the given sequence we also have convergence like a convergent geometric series. If Theorem XI is not true, the sequence irn(z) converges in some region D" which contains points interior to Cr-and on any closed point set interior to CR inequality (14) holds for proper choice of Ri and R2-and such that D" contains also some closed region D' which lies exterior to Cr. Let us take the convergence in D' in the form It is no loss of generality here to take 5 less than R. We set ¿?2 = R/S, so we have 1<R2<RX<R, with R/R2 = S>RX/R2 = SX. Then by (14) and (15) we can write i i N'
(16) f(z) -x"(z) = -» z on or within Cr" or z in D'; Sxn it will be noted that Cr2 and D' lie exterior to each other.
We are now in a position to apply a generalization of the second part of Theorem I, the present hypothesis being that an inequality of type (16) is given not merely in a single region but in two disconnected regions. Let u{x, y) be Green's function for the region E, the exterior of Cr, and D': the function u{x, y) is harmonic in E, continuous in the corresponding closed region except at infinity, zero on the boundary of E, and can be written at infinity as log {x2+y2)112 plus a function harmonic at infinity. Then it follows* that the sequence {x"(z)} converges in the interior ¿Sl of the locus u(x, y) =log Si, and the sequence converges uniformly on any closed point set interior to the locus. This locus may consist of a single curve or of two curves, and the set Isx is the interior of the one or of both, but in the latter case we shall be particularly concerned with ¿Sl', that one of the two curves which contains Cr2 in its interior. Consider also the locus Is" :ux{x, y) =log Si, where Ui{x, y) is harmonic exterior to G2, continuous in the corresponding closed region except at infinity, zero on Cr2, and can be expressed at infinity as log {x2+y2)112 plus a function harmonic at infinity.
The curve I si' is interior to the curve I si ■ Indeed on the boundary of E we have u(x, y) -ux(x, y) g 0; the left-hand member is harmonic in E even at infinity, so interior to E the strong inequality obtains:
That is, on ¿Sl" :ux{x, y) =log Si we have u{x, y) <log Si, so the curve Is[' lies interior to I si ■
The curve I si ' is of course a curve of the family C" ; in fact if the function w = <p{z) maps the exterior of C onto the exterior of y, the function w = <f>{z)/R2 maps the exterior of G?2 onto the exterior of y, and I si ' is defined as the curve \<p{z) \/R2 = Si. The curve CR is the curve of the family I si' corresponding to \<t>{z) \/R2 = R/R2, that is, the curve Cr is the curve Is', and lies interior to the curve Is' ■ Allow now Rx to approach R, R2 being fixed, so that Sx ap-proaches 5 and the point sets ISl, Is! > ^s," are variable, approaching uniformly* the respective point sets Is, Is , Is" ■ The sequence {irn(z)} always converges uniformly on an arbitrary closed point set interior to /s,, hence converges uniformly on an arbitrary closed point set interior to Is-The curve Cr lies interior to Is, so the sequence {irn(z)} converges uniformly on a closed point set containing CR in its interior, yet the limit of the sequence is/(z) in C, hence also in Is, and/(z) has a singularity on Cr. This contradiction completes the proof.
Theorem XI has already been established by various writers and by other methods, and even more specific results, for certain special types of approximation (l)-(6).
References to the literature have already been given for these cases.
Many consequences (e.g. Lückensätze) other than Theorem XI follow from the results of Ostrowski (loc. cit.) as applied to the present sequence \iTn(z)} in the cases (l)-(6).
We mention the theorem analogous to that of Jentzsch, that each point of Cr is a limit point of the zeros of polynomials of the sequence {7rn(z)}.
Theorem XI has obvious application to results on overconvergence recently provedf concerning approximation to rational functions, or to arbitrary analytic functions by polynomials satisfying prescribed auxiliary conditions. In each case (loc. cit., Theorems A, B, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 15; §12. 2) the sequence of approximating polynomials converges to its limit with the same degree of approximation as does the sequence of polynomials of best approximation. Hence in each case there is no region of uniform convergence containing in its interior any arc of the curve Cr, provided that we have uniform convergence interior to Cr1 whenever Ri is less than R, and that the limit function has a singularity on CR.
It is not without interest to notice that under the hypothesis of Theorem XI, divergence of the sequence of polynomials { tt"(z) } at all points exterior to Cr cannot be proved. Indeed, it can be shown (see the reference just given, §12.2) that if the function/(z) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem XI, and if there are assigned arbitrary points p\, finite in number and exterior to Cr, then there exist polynomials 7r"(z) which approximate/(z) on C with the same degree of approximation as the sequence of polynomials of best approximation:): and which for n sufficiently large satisfy the auxiliary conditions * See for instance Lebesgue, Palermo Rendiconti, vol. 24 (1907), pp. 371-402. f Walsh, these Transactions, vol. 32 (1930), pp. 335-390. I This fact is there proved merely for approximation measured in the sense of Tchebychefï, but that implies the corresponding fact for any of the methods (l)-(6) of measuring approximation. i"n(8») = 0. This sequence {x"(z)} naturally converges not merely interior to Cr but also at the points ß{ exterior to Cr.
The proof of Theorem XI that we have given contains incidentally a proof of the following theorem : Iff{z) is analytic interior to Cr but has a singularity on Cr, then neither the sequence of polynomials {7rn(z)} of best approximation to f{z) on C {measured in any one of the ways considered) nor any other sequence of polynomials which converges on C like the sequence of polynomials of best approximation converges like a geometric series in any region or on any Jordan arc exterior to CR.
The result analogous to Theorem XI holds also for the sequences {irn{x, y)} of harmonic polynomials of best approximation to harmonic functions, where best approximation is taken in any of the senses (1), (2), (3), (4).* If we assume that this result is false, the sequence {irn{x, y)} converges in some region D" which contains in its interior an arc of Cr and hence D" contains some simply connected closed region D' which lies exterior to Cr. The sequence of polynomials pn{z) which vanish at a particular point of C and of which the polynomials tt"{x, y) are the respective real parts, converges like a convergent geometric series on any closed point set interior to Ge,f hence converges like a convergent geometric series also in the region D'. Detailed study of the ratios of these geometric series, as in Theorem XI, yields directly a contradiction.
Addendum.J
Discussion of case 0<p<l.
In the study of approximation by polynomials to an arbitrary analytic function of a complex variable where approximation is in the sense of least ^»th powers and is measured by an integral, we have consistently set aside the case 0 <p < 1, for inequality (3) is not valid in this case. The case p > 1 is naturally the most interesting, for here a polynomial of degree n of best approximation always exists and is unique, and p>l includes also the case p = 2 for which the approximating polynomials have a particularly simple form; the approximating functions may be found by orthogonalization and normalization of the sequence { ln{z) ]ll2z"} • Nevertheless the case 0 <p < 1 possesses some interest; in fact Professor Dunham Jackson has recently published § some results on overconvergence, which are broadly speaking less general than those of the present writer, but which nevertheless treat the cases 0<p<l, p = l, and p> 1 without distinction by a single method. We shall therefore now show how the * The point sets C are restricted as in our previous discussion (loc. cit.) of these measures of approximation for harmonic functions by harmonic polynomials.
[April methods of the present paper and those previously used by the present writer can be modified so as to include the case 0 <p < 1 as well as the case p S: 1. We shall not takeup in detail each of the cases (l)-(6) mentioned in the preceding section, for the treatments in all of these cases are similar; we do take up (2) and (4) The boundary value of/"(z) exists almost everywhere on C, for approach to an arbitrary point of C along the normal, and it is this boundary value that is used in (17).
Let the zeros of f"(z), if any, interior to C be «i, a2, ■ • ■ . We omit from the given sequence/"(z) any functions which vanish identically interior to C; it is sufficient to prove the Lemma for the remaining sequence. Consider the function (19) Fn(z) = -----, 4>(z) -tp(aj) 11 d,(z) -1/0(«O where w = <j>(z) is a function which maps the interior of C conformally onto the interior of the unit circle \w | = 1. There may be an infinity of points ait but if so the infinite products in the right-hand member of (19) converge, by Blaschke's theorem. We assume <p(ai)^0, which involves no loss of generality. The function Fn(z) is analytic and has no zeros interior to C, and has the same modulus as/"(z) on C. The function (Fn(z))p is likewise analytic and uniformly bounded interior to C, if we consider an arbitrary determination of the pth power at a point interior to C and its analytic extension, so we have Cauchy's integral * The requirement of uniform boundedness is inserted here for simplicity. It can, in fact, be replaced by the mere existence of the integrals in (17), where the boundary values of/"(z) on C are the limit values obtained almost everywhere on C by normal approach, together with the validity of Cauchy's integral formula. is of absolute value greater than unity for z interior to C, so we have from (19) \fn(z)\pú |F"(z)|p, z interior to C.
The entire lemma, including (18), now follows from (20). The lemma is of precisely the form for application in the proof of overconvergence in case (2). The lemma also yields the proof of ordinary convergence (not overconvergence) for approximation by polynomials to a function analytic interior to C, continuous in the corresponding closed region, in the sense of least weighted pth powers {p positive, but greater than, equal to, or less than unity) as measured by a line integral over G The proof of this ordinary convergence in case (3) and of overconvergence in cases (3), (5), (6) follows now with only obvious modifications of the methods already given. We need to consider the case (4) more in detail.
Lemma. Let C be an arbitrary region. If each of the functions fn{z), n = 1, 2, • • ■ , is analytic interior to C, and if we set (21) ff\fn(z)\pdS=€n, P>0, then e"->0 implies fn{z)->0for z interior to C, uniformly on any closed point set C interior to C. Moreover, we have (22) ¡ /"(*) | = Qe^i", z on C, where Q depends on C and on p but not onfn{z). is well known to be a non-decreasing function of r, in an arbitrary circle K which together with its interior lies interior to C. Here (r, 8) are polar coordinates with pole at the point z0. The limit of this integral as r approaches zero is obviously |/(z0) \", from which follows the inequality \f(zo)\P ú~ f T\f(zo + re«)\pdd.
2ir J o
We multiply both sides of this inequality by r dr and integrate from zero to k, the radius of K. The resulting inequality is k2 . , irr, -|/(zo)M--\f(z)\PdS, 2 2ir J J k so we may write \f(zo)\p^-ff\f(z)\pdSi^-This inequality holds for every point z0 interior to C provided merely that the distance from z0 to the nearest point of the boundary of C is not less than k. The inequality therefore holds for proper choice of k for z0 on the boundary of an arbitrary closed point set C interior to C and implies (22) immediately for z on the boundary of C. Such an inequality, holding on the boundary of a closed point set C, holds at every point of the set, and the lemma is completely established.
This lemma yields the proof of overconvergence in case (4) and also the proof of ordinary convergence for approximation by polynomials to a function analytic interior to a simply connected region C, continuous in the corresponding closed region, in the sense of least weighted ^»th powers (p>0) as measured by a surface integral over C, provided that the function can be uniformly approximated as closely as desired in the closed region by polynomials. There are only obvious modifications to be made in the proofs already given.
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